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INT"tWDUCTION

The purpose o:f this

thesis

is to {l.) determine which families

Hemiptera occur in Utah, (2) provide an illustrated
(3) give the distinguishing

classification,

(4) give the
,,. general distribution
prevalent

taxonomic key for their

or each

characteristics

of each family,

of

famil;y,

and (5) name the most

genera and species 0£ each family occuring in Utah.
Whether the general public be working in the garden, looking over

their

crops,

or walking

in the hills

crawling on the vegetation

or marshlands,

they will

The first

thing they will

or ground.

think is "What kind of a bug is this?"
only a small portion

say or

To most people a bug is almost

a.nything that is small and capable of movement, but in reality
bugs" represent

see organisms

of this

true bugs belong to the phylum Arthropoda,

the "true

great group of organisms.
the class

Insecta,

The

and the order

Hemiptera.
Authorities
Hemiptcra.

are not yet ar,:reed as to the exact limits

Linnaeus (1735) established

of representatives
Cimex, Notonccta,

the order Hemiptera, ,,..hi.ch consisted

of four of the present-day

Gryllus,

of the order

orders and such genera as

Lampyrus, and Formica.

In 1758 he restricted

the order Hemiptera to include Thysa.noptera and most of the insects

generalzy thought to belong to this

group.

Heteroptera

order Herr1iptera into the suborders

Uhler placed Hemiptera as the principal
Homoptera, Heteroptera,
Hemiptera five suborders,
Thysanoptera..

Latreille

and Parasita.
Heteroptera,

Osborn (1885) considers
l

(1810) divided the

and Homoptera (Essig 1942).

order with three suborders,
Packard included in the order
Homoptera, Parasita,

Mallophaga, and

another group whichte calls

the

2

Hemiptera genuina,

consisting

of the two suborders,

Homoptera, along with the suborders,
Other authorities

Parasita,

Heteroptera

Mill.o.phaga,

are of the opinion that Paraeita,

Thysanoptera should not be considered
but that there are morphological

and 'l'hysanoptera.

Mallophaga, and

as suborders of the order Hemiptera

differences

sufficient

as separate and distinct

Homoptera and Heteroptera

and

to consider the
Ashmead (1888)

orders.

placed the Mallophaga and Thysanoptera with the Orthoptera because of their
mandibulate mouthparts and placed the Pediculidae
Heteroptera.

More recent

authorities

as a family of the

do not consider

the Pediculidae

a family of the Heteroptera or Hemiptera, but classify
under the order Anoplura.

as

them as a family

Use of the term nemiptera in place of Heteroptera,

which is done by Comstock (1924), Brues and Melander (1932), and Borror
and Delong

(1954), is the basis upon which this thesis is worked out.

The Homoptera and Hemiptera are similar
species have four wings which are held flat
Their mouthparts are of the piercing-sucking
slender and segmented.

type, and their

in every respect•

on the basis of differences

in the location

of the beak.

The beak arises

appearing superficially
Hemiptera (~-half,
usually

The newly

except 1n size and lack

thickened

into two separate

in the structure

throughout,

from the posterior

either

Etera, wings}
membranous or

part of the head, often

to come from the base of the front
ptera-wings)

and the terminal

orders,

of the wings and

The Homoptera (~uniform,

have fore-wings with uniform texture
leathery.

beaks are

It is not until the last molt that the wings become expanded.

The Homoptera and Hemiptera are separated
principally

Most

over the abdomen when at rest.

Their metamorphosis is paurometabolous.

hatched young resemble the adults

of wings.

in many respects.,

legs.

In the

the basal half of the fore-wing is
half membranous and transparent.

The

J
beak of the Hemiptera arises
The front

legs of most predaceous

and armed with spines.

segmented and may be either
in crrooves.,

short

Hemiptera are modified

prey and are called raptorial.

grasping their
enlarged

from the front part of the head.

short am concealed or long and not concealed

In sonie families

The tarsi

are usually

apically

or anteapically

three
•·

The femora is usually

Th<::antennae may be .four or five-

The beak is us'll4lly three

or long.

for

it

or four-segmented

fits

and may be either

into a groove in the prosternum.

or four-segmented

and bear claws, either

KEY TO TH&
: FAllILI, s OF UTAH HEMIPrmu

The following

key is of necessity

simi l ar to the keys made by other

authors , for many of the same distinguishing
using a key it is essential

that

descriptions

used ; therefore

nnd characters

additional

aid in classification

the bugs to the family only .

one understands

.

the meaning of the

the key is illustrated

The function

In

have been used .

of this

as an

key is to identify

The key is dichotomus , givin g two

at each point .

alternatives

characters

The indented type key is used to allow the

reader to see both alternatives

togethe r .

The characte r s used and the statem.onts made, both in the key and
in the descriptions
collected

, apply mostly to Utah species which the writer

and studied .

representing

The sketches

a distinguishing

made of distinctive

found in the key are drawn to scale ,

character

characters

has

of the family .

The sketches

seen in the antennae , front

tarsi,

or wings

and depic t the shape of the antennae , the shape of the front tibia
tarsi , or the pattern
hemelytra

are

and

rane of the hemel ytra .
of the veins in the memb

ere very useful

in classification

and are divided

into

2

thickened

basal part consistin g of the clavus , corium, and an apic3 l part called
membran e .

In some families

The

the

a cuneus

is formed lriJ a suture from the a.pica l
part of the corium .
a suture

In other families

sets off a narrow strip

along the costal

margin of the corium and is called

the embolium (Fi gure 1).

Because t he n1.unber and arrangement of veins in the membrane vary , they
provide an effective

way to differentiato

4

most families .

5
A.

Antennae shorter

B.

than head, often concealed in cavities beneath eye s.
- Suborder CRYPTOCERATA

Membraneof hemelytra without distinct

vein s.

Ocelli present; front le gs r aptorial {Fi g. 2) ;
lar ge projecting eyes; toad - like appearance .

C.

OELASTOCORIDlE
p . 10

Ocelli

CC.

D.

absen t.

Front l egs raptorial
(Fig .

4) .

{Fig . J);

memb
r ane of hemolytra without veins
NAUCORIDAE
P • ll

DD. Front legs not raptoria l.
E.
h'E.

BB.

f l attened and shovel-s haped , without elmvs (Fig . 5);
body flattened
above .
CORIXIDAEp . 12

Fore tarsi

Fore tarsi not f l attened and shovel - shaped , with two claws
{Fig . 6) ; body convex above .
NCYrONE
CTIDAE p .

Memb
r ane of hemelyt r a with distinct
C.

CC.

14

veins .

Apical appendages of abdomen l ong and s l ender , not retracti l e
(Fig . 7); t arsi l- segmented .
NEPIDAEp . 15

-----

Apical appendages of abdomen s hort,
tarsi 2- segmented .

flat

•"

and retracti

l e (Fig . 8) ;
BELOSTOMIDAE
p. 16

.:

1

.

,,

7

.I'

'

AA• .Aiitennae at least
eyes .

as long as head , not concealed in cavities beneath
- - Suborder GY.llN
OCER
ATA - -

6

Last segment

B.

tarsi

c.

or tarsi

distinctly

oore or leas split;
(Fig . 9) .

nntc:\pioal

claws of ot least

front

Hind remora does not extend much beyond apex of abdomen; middle

legs usually
Rhagovella)J

arise

midway between fr ont and hind legs {except
VELIIDAEp . 18

beak .)-segmented .

Hind remora extondo much beyond apox of abdomon; middl e lees
arise oloser to hind legs than to front legs; beak 4- segmented.

cc .

G:EruUDAB
P•

19

10

:::m
. Last

segment of taroi not splltJ

claws all apical .

Antennae 5- aegmcnted.

C.

Olavus of hemel-ytr a simi l ar in texture to membrane (Fig . 10) J
merabrane without veins ; first and aeaond aogments ot antonnae
thicker t.han othors J minute in size .
IIEDRIDAEp . 20

D.

DD.

Clavus of hemolytrn muoh thick er than membrane.
(Fig . ll) J oorium narrow acute

E.

Tibia armed with strong

spines

KE.

Tibia with sr..all spines

or omoothJ front

or Nundcd apically

(Fig . 12) J .front legs fosaoritt l.
ClJNIDAEp, 21

logs not fossorial

.

F.

Scutellum m.odorate in size and nsrrowod apica ll y, rarel.1
covering moct of @bdoman(Fig . 13).
P~..,lTATo·
;rDAE p . 22

FF.

Scutell'W!l not narrowed apica ll y., general l y very convex,
la r ge, eovorning mout of the a'bdomen(Fi g. 14).
SOUTF.'11.tlilUD.AE
p . 2.3

7
CC.

Antennae 4-segmented .
D.

Hemelyt ra lac e-lik e; body and wings with r eticu late sculpturing;
beak 4-s egmented; tarsi 1 or 2- se gmented; small flat insects .

E.

Ocelli present ; Hemel yt ra wit h non- r et i culate memb
ra ne (Fig . 1~;
pron otum does not extend over sautel l um.
Pill.SMIDA
E p . 24
Ocelli absen t; hemelytra of similar textur e throu ghout, densely
reticulate
( Fig . 16); pr onotum with triangular
proce ss which
ex tends over sc ute ll unt.
TINOIDID.AEp . 25

EE.

DD.

Hem0lytra not l ace-like, body and wings without retic ula te
sculpturing ; beak 3 or 4-se gmented.
Hemelytr a wi t h an embolium when well developed .

E.

F.

Hemelytra
G.

Ocelli

vestigial
absent;

.
parasitic

, feed on man, birds , and bats .
CIMICID.AEP• 26

GG. Ocelli present , predaceous .
FF.

Hemelyt ra generally
not parasiti c.

MESOVELIIDAE
P• 27

well develop ed (Fi g. 17) ; ocelli present ,
ANT
HOCORIDAE
P• 28

Hemelyt ra withou t an ernbolium when well deve l oped .

E.

F.

Beak 3-se gmented.
G.

Front l egs usua ll y enl ar ged, ra ptoria l, beak shor t .

n.

Front femora great ly enlar ged (Fi g. 18); ter minal se gment
of antennae thickened; hemel ytra with many veins
(Fig . 19) .
PHYJ
JATIDAEP• 29

8
HH. Front femora not greatly enlarged (Fig , 20); ter~inal
segment of antennae filifor m; hemelytra with f8ff veins

REDUVI
IDAE p . 30

(Ii'ig , 21) .

GO. Front le gs not raptorial;
H.

Membrane of hemelytrn

(Fi g . 22) .

beak long .
with four or five closed cells

SALD
IDAE p. 31

HH. Memb
rane of hemelytra without veins , hemelytra lare;ely
membranous.
MESOVELIID
AE p . 27

FF.

Beak 4-aegmented .
G.

Front le gs enlarged , raptorial,

H.

fitted

for graspin g.

Hemelytra entirely membranous , with few distinct
lo ngitudinal and cross veins; pronotum divided into
t hr e e lobes ,

ENICOCEPHALIDAE p . 33

HH. Hemelytra

not entirely membranous; membrane usua l ly with
four long veins boundin g three discal cells from which
many veins diver ge f orming several marginal cells
( Fig , 23); pro notum not divided into three lobes .

NAB
IDAEP• 33

OG.

Front le gs not enlar ged, not raptorial,
H.

_____

H.

fitted

for walking .

Body and appendages linear , extremely slender; head with
transverse incision in front or ocelli; first se gment of
antennae lon g and clu bbed , last segment spindle - shaped
(Fig , 24); hemelytra long and narrow (Fig . 25).
- ..::_-..::__-_-..:;-_:::-

NEIDIDAEp .

35

Body and appendages not extremely slender; head without
transv erse incision in front of ocelli; antennae varied
in shape, hemelytra not long and narrow .

9

I.

Hemelytra with a cuneus; membrane of hemf,lytra with
one or two closed cells (Fi g. 26); ocelli absent .
~ nIDAE p . 36

II .

Hemelytra without
veins .

J.

Ocelli
K.

KK.

a cuneus , membrane with few or many

absent .

Hemelytra with few veins,

covers only disk of

atx:lomen (Fi g . 27); very flat

bugs .

ARADIDAE
p . 38

cover ed abdomen in
mature bugs (Fi g., 28); msrked with contrasting
colors; stout and heavil y built insects .

Hemel ytra with many veins,

PYRRHOCORIDAEP • 39

Ocelli

JJ.

K.

pr esent.

Membrane with four or five simple veins arisin g
from base of membrane (Fig. 29); antennae inserted
low on side of head.
LYGAEIDAE
p . 39

KK. Membr ane with numorous ans stomosing veins . ( F'ig.
30); antennae inserted high on side of head .
COREIDAE p .

41

FAMILIES

The function

of this

to that found in the key.,
make certain
families

OF Tlf AH IIF.MIPTERA

section

is to give additional

It is to be used in conjunction
?\

that the bug has been run to the right

of Utah Hemiptera are herein.discussed.

given such pertinemt

the family habitat,

information

with the key to

family.

Twenty-eizht

Under each family is

as (1) the family characteristics,

(3) the occurrence

of each family

(2)

in Utah, (4) the

and (5) recent literature

important genera and species known from the state,
which discusses

information

the species of each family as they are known to occur in

Utah.

GEUS'fOCORIDAE(Kirkaldy

In 1802 Latreille
after

describing

the first

the name Galgulidae.

1897) -

Toad Bu.gs

placed the Toad Bugs with the Notonectariae,

genus, Galgulus,

in 1801.

In 1820 Billberg

This family name was used until

Kirkaldy in 1897

that Galgulus La.tr. (ldOl) was used in 1760 by Brisson in Aves,

discovered

Kirkaldy then introdueed the fami~· name Gelastocoridae
Gelastocoris

with the genus

as the type genus.

FAMILYGHft.RAGTERISTICSt
Ocelli

present;

antennae shorter

nearly concealed beneath eyesJ body broad and short;
separate~

used

projecting

eyesJ front

than head,

have large widely

legs stout and raptorial,

fitted

for

grasping; beak short, stout, ~nd fou:r-seemented.
HABITAT: The Toad Bugs resemble a toad in both their
appearance and their

warty

movement. They are found along the moist edGeS of

10

11

streams and ponds or on sandy beaches.

They feed upon other insects,

which they capture by leaping at them and grasping them with their

ra:ptorial

front legs.

Bui:;sfurnish

They usually

lay their

a notable example of protective

which they blend into their

coloration

by the way in

(Guer.) and Q.•

varie5atus

Fabr. are the only species of this family reported from Utah.

Toad Bur,s are most commonin the southern part of the state
of St. George and Zion National Park, but Knowlton
oculatus

The Toad

surroundings.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Gelastocoris
oculatus

eggs in the sand.

Fabr, has also been collected

The

in the vicinity

(1955)reports that .Q•

at Loean and Thistle.

LITERATUREt
Knowlton, G. F. 1955. Hemiptera of Utah - Records.
Mirneogr. Ser. 140.
Tanner,

'"

v. M.

Utah Agric. Exp. Sta.

1940. A Biotic Study of the Kaiparowits Region of Utah,

Great .Basin Naturalist.

1(3&4) :118-120.

Woodbury, B. a. 1950. The Taxonomyof Aquatic and Semi-aquatic Hemiptera
of Utah. Thesis. University of Utah

NAUCOHIDAE
(Fallen 1814) -

Creepine Water Bugs

In 1814 Fallen gave the Oreeping Water Bugs the name Naucoridea.
In 1615 Leach placed them in the family Naucorida under the tribe

In 1817 Samouelle placed them in ~epadae.

It was not until

Nepides.

1851 that the

family name Naucoridae was proposed by Fiober (Essig 1942).
FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS:Front legs raptorial,

enlarged;

middle and hind legs fitted

for crawling;

front

ocelli

femora greatly

absent;

antennae very short and concealed beneath the eyes; body flattened;
membrane of hemelytra without veins, but with distinct
three-segmented.

enbolium; beak

12

HABITATt The Creeping Water Bugs are a small family.

creep through the submerged vegetation

in quiet water among rushes and

grasses and are predaceous on small aquatic animals.
which they carry beneath

above the surface

win,;:s by pushing

their

They swim or

They obtain the air

the tip

of their

abdomen

of the water.

OCCURRE.~CE
IN UTAH
t There are about two hundred described
of Naucoridae,

but only two species,

Usinger, are known to occur in Utah.

Am.brysus

mormonMontd. and

They were collected

!•

species
woodb'..U';y:!

in San Juan and

Washinr;ton counties.

LITERATURE:
Knowlton, G. F. 1936. The Insect Fauna of Utah {From the Standpoint of
Utah Acad. of Sci., Arts and Letters,
an Economic Entomologist).
131249-262.

1955.

Hemiptera of Utah - Records.

ser. 140.

Utah Agric. Exp. Sta. Mimeog.

Woodbury, B. G,. 1950. The TaxononrJ of iqu.atia and Semi-aquatic Hemiptera
of Utah. Thesis. University of Utah.

COHI.XIDAE (Leach 1815} -

Weter

Boatmen

Leach in 1885 separated the Water Boatmen from the family
Notoneetidae and gave the!!i. the name Corixida.

In 1859 Dohrn gave this

group the true fam.ily name, CorLtldae (Esoig 1942).
FAMILY
GHft.RACTERISTICS:Anten..•u\eshorter than head, concealed in
a cavity beneath eyea; hind legs elongate and oar-like;
segmented, flattened

or shovel-shaped,

middle legs long and slender,
dorsally;

ocelli

somewhat flattened;

fore tarsi

1

one-

without claws, has .fringe of bristles;

ending in two elawa; head overlaps prothora.x

absent; beak very short,

one or two-segmented; body oval,

membrane of hemelytra without veins.
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HABITAT: The Water Boatmen are very commonand occur in large
numbers in most of the pools and ll18.rshes of the state.
surface in quick darting

ventral

movements, getting

They swim on their

air at the surface of

the water and often carr:,ring a bubble of air under water, either
their wings or on the surface of their
vegetation

for long periods of time.

and other

They cling to submerged

body.

Most species aro herbivorous,

scooping up algae and other minute aquatic

.front tarsi,

animals.

feeding on midge larvae

The Corixi.ds are important

for they serve as food for many of our game fish.
to fly

spatula ta

orgamiam.s with their

while other species are predaceous,
small aquatic

under

economically,

Because they are able

from pond to pond, they are found in many temporary ponds and

intermittent

stream.a.

OCCURENCE
IM UTARt The family

semi-aquatic

Arctocorixa,
Sigara,

throughout

Callicorixa,

found in Utah,

by the following

genera:

Graptocorixa,

Hesperocorixa.,

Hesperocorixa laevi.~ata (Uhl.) is the most

found in the ponds and streams at lower elevations.
are also relatively

Species such as Arctocorixa

higher elevations.

elevation

fem.~1:y 0£

in ponds, marshes, and

Cenocori:xa, Corisella,

members of the genus Callicorixa
valleys.

the state

The family is represented

and Trichocorixa.

commonspecies

is the largest

Hemiptera in number of species and individuals

being widely distributed

slow streams.

Cori.xidae

A. sutilis

sutilis

The

abundant in the

Hung. are found only at

has been recorded only at Alta at an

over 10,000 feet.
LITERATUREt
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NOTONECTIDAE
(Leach 1815) -

Hemiptera

Dack-swimmers

Leach in 1815 gave tho Back-swimmers the name Notonectides, which
was later

changed by Samouelle in 1819 to Notonectidae (Essig 1942).

FAMILY
CHARACTERISTICS:
]~es large; beak three or !'our-segmented;
ante:nnal':l shorter than head; arolia
head inserted

in prothorax,

legs not raptorial;

absent; front tarsi with two claws;

not overlapping pronotumJ oeelli

hind tarsi

absentJ front

usually without claws, three-segmentedJ

dorsal side of body usually lightl:y colored and convex.
HABITAT: The Back-swimmers are commonin most ponds and slow
streams.

They receive their name because they swim on their backs, a
distin~ishes

them from the other aquatic bugs.

characteristic

which readily

They use their

long hind legs like oars and are able to swim very rapidly.

They are predaceous., feeding on other insects,
on tadpoles and small fish.
in hatchery pools.

a very painful bite.

crustaceans,

and at times

They are often a serious menace to young fry-

If handled carelessly,

they are capable of inflicting

They may be seen flying

about the ponds during the

hours of darkness.
OCCURRENCE
IN UTAHa The family Noton£?ctidae is represented
state by two genera, Bueno.aand Notonecta,

in the

Only one specimen of the genus
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Buenoa has been collected

in Utah, in Salt Lake City (Woodbury., B. O.

But the members of the genus Notonecta a.re widely distributed

1950).

throughout Utah.

and N. spinoSS; Hung.

Notonecta indica (L.), N. insulata.,

are three of the commonspecies found in Utah.
LITERATURE:
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Science Bulletin.
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NEPIDAE(Latreille

1802) -Water

Hemiptera

Scorpions

The Water Scorpions were given the name Nepariae by Latreille
1302.

In 1815 Leach proposed the name Nepida., tribe

Nepides.

in

In 1819

Sarr.ouelle used the name Nep;i.dae, w'·,ich was changed in 1829 by Fallen

and

Stephens to Nepidae (Essig 1942).

FAMILYCH.ARAC'l'ERISTICSs
Body broad and flat
tarsi

one-segrnentedJ hind tarsi

with distinct

clawsJ ocelll

membrane of hemelytra with veins; antennae shorter
abdonimal appendages form a long, slender,

or rounded and linear;
absent;

than head; apical

nonretractile

tul\e; hind legs
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cylindrical;

seoond and third pairs of legs fitted

coxn very long; beak three-segmented,

of legs raptorial,
usually

18-45mm..1n

from

for walking; first
very short;

leneth.

HABITAT: The Water Scorpions live mostly in shallow,
water on weeds and other plants
They are very sluggish

front

stagnant

in or at the bottoms of the shallow pools.

and seemingly

awkward in their

swimming and when walking on submerged vegetation.
small aquatic

pair

movements, both when

They prey upon various

animals which they ambush and n;rasp with their

raptorial

legs.

OCCURRDmEIN UTAH: or some 200 species

the world and seven species in the United States,
represented

in Utah by two species,

amerieana Montd.

!!.•americana

R. suadridentata

Stal.

throughout

t.he family Nepidae is

Ranatra guadridentata

was collected

was collected

distributed

Stal.

and

!i•

in Salt Lake and Utah counties.

at Salem Pond.

LI'rERATURE1

Tanner, V,. M. l9h6. Ranatra quadridentata Stal.
Great Dasin IIaturalist.
7(1-4} :~9.

(Nepidae) Found in Utah.

The Taxonomy of Aquatic and Semi-aquatic
Thesis.
University of Utah.

Woodbury, B. G., 1950.

of Utah.

(Leach 1815) BELOSTOMIDAE

Hemiptera

Giant Water Bugs

Leach in 1815 proposed for the Giant Water Bugs the name
Belostomida.
(Essig

Later this name was changed to Belostomidae by Dohrn in 1859

1942).

FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS1
Fore legs raptorial;
fitted

for swimming; membrane of hemclytra with veins;

apical

abdominal appendeges short,

flat't

and retractile;

middle and hind legs
tarsi

two-segmented;

hind legs flattened
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and fringed;

distinct

ocelli

absent;

antennae shorter

claws; beak stout or slender,oont

than head; hind tarsi

under head.

Belostomidae contains

HABITAT: The .fa.uly

with

the largest

bur,s in the

order Hemiptera.

Some of the comm.onnames given these bu.gs are Giant Water

Bugs, Toe Biters,

Electric

flat,

are large,
inches.

Light Bugs, and Fish Killers.

brown bu.gs which often attain

The larger

If these insects

inflicting

the length

or three

species are found in the genus Lethooerus.

Belostomids are predaceous on other insects
small fish.

The Belostomids

a very painful

and their

larvae,

are handled carelessly.,

bite with their

The
snails,

and

they are capable of

stout beaks.

During the summer

months they may be seen flying around the large neon lights
powerful lights.

to four

or other

In the genera Delostoma and Abedus the female lays her

ezgs on the back of the male, where they usua.14" remain until

they hatch.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAHt Of the approximately 150 species of
Belostomids described,
Utah.

four genera and eight species

Members of the genera Benacus, Lethocerus,

are found in Utah.
commonspecies.
in relatively

The species Lethocoris

are represented

Abedus,

and

Belostoma

americanus Leidy is the most

This bug is found in most parts of the state,
small numbers.

Belostoma bifoveata

but usually

Raldemann (1852) mentions the species

Hald. end B. reticulata

•
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Hemiptera.
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1843) -

VELIIDAE(Amyot and Serville
Amyot and Serville
Striders
present

Broad-shouldered

in 1842 proposed for the Broad-shouldered

In 1865 Douglas and Scott established

the name Velidae.

family name, Veliidae

tarsal

as long as head; tarsal

segment more or less cleftJ

prothorax;

beak three-segmented;

of abdomen; legs fitted

Water

the

(Van Duzee 1917)..

FMITLYCHARACTERISTICS:
Ocelli generally
segmented, at least

Water Striders

absent; antennae four-

claws anteapical;

body etout,

ti,

of last

oval, and broadest across

hind femora do not extend much beyond end

for walking or running over water and not for

rowing as in the family Qerridae;

middle legs arise

about midway between

front and hind legs.
HABITAT, The family Veliidae

family Gerridae.

is much less commonin Utah than the

They are found on the banks and on the surface of streams

and ponds, upon which they are capable of running very ra~idly.
insects

are predaoeous,

feeding on other insects

Th~~;

found in the same environ-

ment.
OCCURRE.1lCE
IN UT.AH
i
Microvelia

of this family found in Utah.
sincle

species,

and Rha~ovelia are the two genera.

The g~nus Mi.crovelia is represented

by a

~• americana Uhl., and genus Rhaf;ovelia is represented

three species,!!•

distineta

They were collected

Champ.,~•

excellentis

in Washington, Kane, Garfield,

D & H, and~•

Iron,

by

obesa Uhl.

Salt Lake, and

Utah counties.
LITER,"<
'l'UREt

Drake,

c.

J. 19$1. New Neotropical Water-Striders
Great Basin Naturalist.
11 (l-2):37.

(Hemiptera - Veliidae).
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Moore, R. C., and Hungerford, H, B., 1922. Water Insects .from a. Portion
of the Southern Utah Desert. Kansas University Science
14(17):416, 417.
Bulletin.
Tanner,

1940. A Biotic Study of the Kaiparowits

V. M.

Great Basin Naturalist.

B. G.

Woodbury,

19.50.

of Utah.

1(3&4) :118-120.

Tho Taxonomy of Aquatic

Thesis.

University

1815 proposed :for the Water Striders

Leach in
Amyot

and Semi-aquatic

and Serville

gave this

Hemiptera

Water Striders

GERRIDAE(Leach 181.5) -

lUhJ

of Utah.

Region of Utah

In

the name Gerrida.

group the name Gerrides.

The frunily

name Gerridae was used by Dohrn in 1859 {Essig 1942).
FAMILYCilARACTERISTICSt Body and legs

for rOWL'1,gJ
hind femora extends
arise

legs;

is more or leas bifidJ claws are anteapical;

water,

streams,

over the surface

and ponds,

feeding on aquatic

and other insects

mature Water Striders

and are found mostly
or rapidly

From this type of movement they
Skaters,

allows them to remain afloat.

often hibernate

present.

middle legs as oars and their

the commonnames Water Striders,
tarsi

ocelli

where they row leisurely

of the water using their

fine hair on their

segment of tarsi

beak four-segmented; front

are semiaquatic

front and hind legs to guide themselves.
have received

terminal

beak short and stout;

HABITATt The Water Striders
in quiet

fitted

much beyol:.d apex of abdomen; middle legs

closer to hind legs than to front

legs short and raptorial;

long and slender,

and Skippers.

The

They are predaceous,

which they are able to catch.

The

under old logs or debris along the

edges of ponds and streams during the winter.

OCCURRENCE
IN UT.AH: The family Gerridae is represented
four genera:

Gerris,

Limnoporus, .Metrobates, and Trepobates.

in Utah by
The genus

20

Gerris is the most.prevalent

genus and the species Garris remi$iS (Say),

G. gillettei
D.
-Striders
----foundLeth.in the Serv.streamsandand-G. notabilis
ponds of Utah.

& R.

&

are the eornr.1onWater

.
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18hJ) -

HEBRIDAE(Amyot & Serville
In

1843 .Amyot and Serville

Heruiptera

Velvet Water Bugs

gave the Velvet Water Bugs the name

Hebrides, and in 1859 Dohrn presented

the family name Hebridae (Van Duzee

1917).
FAiiILl CHARACTERISTICS: Antennae four or five-s1:•gmented; beak

three-segmented;

tarsi

similar

in texture

thicker

than others.

two-segmented; ocelli

to membrane; first

present;

clavus of hemelytra

and second segments of antennae

HABITAT: The Hebrids are very small,, stout insects.
body

Their entire

is co'V'eredwith velvety hair, which prevents them from becoming wet
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They are fotmd in small pools where there is an

and from sinking.

abundance of aquatic vegetation.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Only one species,

Merrgata hebroides White.,

at St. George, Utah., has been reported

collected

LITt1U.TUREtThe only reference

from Utah.

to this family found by the writer

was in Van Duzee1 s "Catalogue of the Hemiptera of America North of Mexico;'
in which the family is listed

as being present

C'YDtHD.AE( Bill berg 1820) -

In 1820 Billberg

in Utah.

Burrower

Bugs

proposed for the Burrower Bugs the name Cydnides

and 1861 Fieber proposed the family name Cydnidae (Essig 1942).
FAMILYCHARACTERISTICSs Tibia

five-segmented;

armed with

oval and mostly black in color;

strong spines;

scutellum

large;

antennae

eorium of

varied form apically.
HABITAT: The Burrower Bugs are small to medium in size and are
usually

found burrowing beneath stones or boards,

grass.

It is from this habit

that the name Burrower Bugs is derived.

are phytophagous, feeding on plant juices.
Thyreocorie

in sand., or among roots of
They

The members of the genus

or Negro Bugs have th~ appearance of small beetles

in form

and color.
OCCURRENCE
IN UTAHt Representatives

been reported from Utah:
and Thyreocoris.

of the following genera have

Aethus, fl.mnestus, Galgupl:!!,MacroEorus, Pangaeus,

Thyreocoris

extensus

(Uhl.,), the most commonspecies,

is

widespreaG throughout the state.
LITERATURE
t
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PENTATOMIDAE
(Leach 1815}Latreille
Leach formulated

established

Canadian Ent.omologist.

Stink Bugs

in 1804 gave the Stink Bugs the name Corisiae

the name Pentatomides.

and in 1815

The family name Pentatomidae was

Samouelle in 1819 and Stephens in 1829 (Essig 1942).

by

FAMILYCHARACTElUSTICS:
Ocelli present;
short spines;

Utah Agric. 1:;xp. Sta.

antennae five-seemented;

tibia

head and prothora.x form a triangle;

scutellum narrowed behind and in form of a triangle;
HABIT.AT: The Stink Bugs are medium to large

of the state.

most localities

smooth or with very

They vary greatly

beak four-segrnented.
in size and common to

in their

some are predaceous, others are phytophagous, and still
predaceous and phytophagous.
odor, from which they derive

These insects
their

food habits;

others are both

produce a very disagreeable

name, "Stink

Bugs."

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Twenty-eight genera have been reported from
Utah.

The three

and 81.lschistus.

rnost representative

genera are Brochyznena, Chlorochroa,

.Amongthe .Pentatomids,

which are economically

important

because of the damage they do to crops, are Chlorochroa sayi Stal and .Q.•
uhleri

Stal .. These insects,

young grain

if

very numerous, do considerable

and developing alfalfa,

as well as certain

those species which are predaceous on harmful insects
crocatus
(P.

&

(Uhl.),

B.),.

and Perillus

Perillus

bioculatus

Ape.teticue crocatus

bioculatus

(Fabr.),

dam.age to

garden crops.

Among

are Apateticus

and Euschistus

variolarius

(Uhl.) was found to feed on tent caterpillars

(Fabr.) was found to feed on larvae of the Colorado
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potato beetle,

Leptinotarsa

decimlineata

Say, and the sunflower leaf beetle

larvae (Knowlton and Taylor 1949). In the spring o! 1954 the writer
(P. & B.) feeding on the larvae

Euschi~tus variolarius

female

cz.imea Uelsh (Tanner and Nielsen 1954}.

beetle~f'oa~troidea

•

and o~ersized

!o'Wld
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Summary of the Collection of Hemiptera Secured by Mr.
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SCUTELl,ERIDAE
(Lea.ch 1815) -

Shield-backed Dugs

Leach in 1815 gave the Shield-backed Bugs the name Scutellerida
in l86J Uhler proposed the name Pachycoridae.

and

'l'he famil,y name Scutelleridae

was used by Lcthierry and Severin in 1893 (Essig 1942).
FArilLY CH.AR.AC'l'ERISTICS;Scutellum

dovering nearly all of abdomen; two ocelli

very lnrge

present;

and U-shaped,

wings are visible

only
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at edges of scutellu.m; tibia

are smooth or have small spines;

beak four-segmented;

five-segmented;

H.ABITl,T: The Shield-backed

family Pentatomidae,

habits

i::Tain, alfalfa,

They are phytophagous,

of this

feeding

Utah.

broad,

a separate

and convex.
grouped with the

and distinct

and weeds of pastures,
on plant

juices.

family.
orchards,

1'he general

group much resemble those of the Pentatomidae.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTftH: Representatives
Euptychodera,

short,

Bues were previously

but are now considered

They are corm~on on grasses,
and fields.

bodies

antennae

f.:p:ygaster,

of six genera Diocles,

Homaemus, Phimodere., and Tetyra are found in

The two most commongenera are Eurysaster and Homaemus. Euruaster

alternatus

Uhl. are the most commonspecies

(Say) a.nd Homnemus bijw~is

found throughout

Utah.

LIT F.RATURE:

Knowlton, G. F. 19~5. He:niptera of Utah - Records.
Mimeogr. Ser. 140.
Pack and Knowlton.

1930. Notes on Utah Herniptera.

62 :21i8-250.

PIES1UDAEAmyot and Serville

Aeyot and Serville

Utah Agric. Sta.
Canadian Entomologist.

1843 - Ash-eray Leaf Bugs

in 1843 seporated the Ash-gray Leaf Bugs from

the family Tingididae and pl.aced them in the family Piesmidae (Essig 1942}.
FAMILYCI!ARACTERISTICSs Ocelli
not reticulate

or not net-veined;

hemelytra pitted;

present;

corium and rest

front

wings with membrane

of dorsal part of

head is wider than it is long; beak .four-segmentedJ tarsi

two-segmented; .antennae shorter than head.
UABITATtThe .Ash-gray Leaf Bugs are small, oblong., oval insects
which are commonon weeds, sagebrush, and shadscale,

as well as on such
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garden vegetables

as beets and potatoes.

Unless t 11ese insects

not considered

are found in large

economically L~portant.

Lace Bugs, but are more slender

They are phytophagous in habit.
numbers on the foliage,

These insects

and have less lace-like

are

they

are similar

to the

sculpturing

on the

dorsal part of their body.
OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Piesma is the only genus of this family found
in Utah.

Piesma cinerea

Say is the most commonspecies

found in the state.

LITF.RATUREt

Knowlton,

o. F. 1932.
64:166-167.

Notes on Utah Hemiptera.

The Canadian Entomolot;ist.

1936. The Insect Fauna of Utah (From the Standpoint of an
Economic Entomologist).
Utah Acad. of Sci., Arts and Letters.
13 : 249-262.

TINGIDIDAE(Laporte 18.32) -

Lace Bugs

Laporte in 1832 and Spinola in 1837 proposed for the Lace Dugs the

name Tingidites.

The name Tingidae was used by Westwood in 1840.

1850 Spinola used the name Tineiditae.

In

The name Tingididae was first

used

in 1860 by Fieber.

FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS:
Ocelli absent; beak four-segmented;
antennae four-segmented, the third

segment the longest;

head, thorax., and hemelytra usually have pattern
'front

wings entirely

reticulate;

tarsi

two-segmented;

of membranous oval pits;

veins prominent.

HABITATcThe Lace Bugs are easily recognized because of their
like appearance.
length,

They are very small insects,

and are found chiefly

about five to seven mm. in

on le.aves of native shrubs and trees., such

as oak and willows., but may be foum on ornamental shrubs, trees,
cultivated

plants,

lace-

where they feed on the plant

juices.

and

They seldom cause
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harmful effects

on the food plants.

OCGUHRENCE
IN UTAH: The Lace Bugs are represented
six genera:

in the state

by

CorY;t:haica, Co2:thucha, Gargaphia, MelanorpoeaJ.a, Ph;ysatocheila,

and Teleonemia, of which the genus Corythucha is the most common.

o.

Corthucha distincta
vegetables

&

D. is a commonspecies found on such garden

as corn, lettuce,

and squash, as well as on many weeds.

Otheir

such as Corythucha padi (Drake) are found mostly in the foothills

species,

or higher elevations

on oak and willows.

LITERATURE:
Knowlton, G. F. 1936. The Insect Fauna of Utah (From the Standpoint of
an Economic &ltomoloe;ist).
lJtah Acad,. of Sci • .t .Arts and Letters.
]J:249-262.
Knowlton and Harmaton. 1950. Utah Insects - Hemiptera.Sta. Mirneogr. Ser. 200, Ft. 6:lOpp.

CIMICIDAE(Latreille
Latreille

Utah Agric. Exp.

1804) - Bedbugs

in 1804 gave the Bedbugs the name Cimicides and Leach in

1815 the name Cimicida.

Stephens Q.1329)and Westwood (l840) used the family

name Cimicidae to include the same genera used today (Essig 1942).

FAMILY
CH.ARACTERISTICSt
Ocelli absent; antennae four-seemented;
beak three-segmented;

tarsi

three

segmented; hemclytra vestigial,

as small scales under pronotum, without a membrane; flat
HABIT.A'!': The Bedbugs are ectoparsites

including

the wallpaper
feed.

Linn.,

During the day it hides in cracks in furniture

is mostly

and walls,

under

or in the springs of beds and comes out during the night to

It causes considerable

as a disease

and oval bugs.

of birds and mammals,

man,. The commonbedbug, Cimex lectalarius

nocturnal.

showing

vector.

irritation

when it bites,

but is unimportant
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OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Cimex leetularius
vicarius

Horv. are the only species

live and where there is a satisfactory

(1953b) reports Cimexlecticularius
the nests of Neotoma cinerea.
Oeciaeus viearius
Northern Cliff

from Utah.

recorded

Linn., widespre8d throughout the state.,

.Linn. and Oeciccu.s
C:i.mexlectul.arius

is found wherever mammalsand man
habitat

avail.Hble.

D. E. Baek

Linn. as one of the eonsortes found in

D. E. Beck (1953a} also reports

that

Horvath, the Swallow Bug, is found in the nests of the

Swallow, Petrochelidon

albifrons

albifrons

(Rafinesque).
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MESOVELIIDAE(Douglas and

Scott 1867)-

Ent, News.

Lenflet

Utah Agric, Exp.

Water Treaders

Reuter in 1910 separated the Water Treaders from the families
Veliidae and Hydrometridae and proposed the name Mesoveliidae (Essig 1942).
ll'JUULY CHARACTERISTICS; Antennae four-segmented;

segmentedJ -tarsi

three-seemented;

beak three-

eyes prominent; adults with or without

wings; membrane of he.melytra without veins ..

HABIT.AT;The Water Treaders are small, semis.qua.tic, predaceous
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insects.

They live on the surface

protruding

of quiet pools and on vegetation

from the water.

OCCURRENCE
n.r UTAH: The only record

writer

is of four specilo.ens of Microvelia

Chandler on the Escalante
{ranner 1940).

River near its

of this

fami}¥ found by the

sp. collected
junction

by Beck and

with the Colorado River

i

LITERA'fURE
i
,.

Tanner,

v.
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1(3&4):120.,

ANTHOCORIDAE
(Amyot and Serville
The name Anthocoridoa

1843) -

:flower Bugs

was given the Flower Bugs by Amyot and Serville

1843 and was changed to the present

family name, Anthoeori<lae, by Dallas

in 1852 (Essig 1942).
1',AMILYCHARACTF.RISTICSzOcelll

antennae four-segmented,;
usually

not well defined;

beak three-segmented;

present;

hemelytra with well-developed'embolium;
membrane Without closed cells,

euneus

veins few or

absent; width across eyes shorter than length of head.
HABITAT
1
The Flower Bugs are very small and are usually

and white.

They are found mostly upon flowers and trees,

found under loose bark or in decaying matter,
Flower Bugs are considered

bodied insects,

beneficial,

but .are also

such as leaf

litte1·,.

for they are predators

such as aphids, mites, thrips,

black

scale insects,

The

on small softand insect

eggs.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: The .Anthocorids are represented
five genera, Anthocoris,

Lyctocoris,

which ore the most important

Triphlef!S, Tetraphlelps,

genera of the family.

in Utah by
and Xylocori~

Anthocoris antevolens
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White, one of the most commonspecies found in the state,
"aphis killer"
tristicolor

because it feeds so ferociously

White is another

are prcdaceous

common Anthocorid

on Mites, Thrips,

is called

on aphids.

'the

Triphleps

'rhey

which is beneficial.

Aphids, Leafhoppers,

and other small

insects.

harmful
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PllYW~TID.A.E
(Laporte

18J.3) -

of Utah.

26:135.

Port III.

.Ambush Bugs

The name Phymatites was given the Ambush Bugs used by Laporte in
18.33 and the name Phymatini by Costa. in 1838.

In 1852 Costa proposed the

name Phymatidae (Essig 1942).

FAMILYCHARACTERISTICSt
Front legs fitted
elongated,

femora greatly

thickened;

on the femora; femora and tibia
~roove in tibia;
a knob; hemelytra

tibia

sickle-shaped

armed with teeth;

antennae four-segmented,

for seizing prey, coxae

tarsi

terminal

narrower than abdomen; ocelli

and fits

closely

bent back into

segment enlarged

present;usually

forming

black and

green or yellow.
HABITAT
z The Ambush Bugs are well concealed
patterns
capture

Bees, Flies,

insects,
their

as they await their

grasping

prey on flowers,

Wasps, fair-sized

their

prey with their

by their

usually

color

compositae.

They

Bumblebees, and other nectar-seeking
rap~orial

front

legs and inserting

beaks into the bodies of the prey to suck out the juices.
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OCCURRENCE
IN UT.AH
t 'l'he Ambush Dugs are represented

genus Phyrnata. Ph~ata

f•
,/

erosa (Linn.)

insects

penns1lvanica

ere three of the commonspecies

are most commonon ~nleya,

goldenrod,

coloradensis

and certain

Mel.,

f•

in Utah by the

borica Evans and

found in Utah.

These

but are also fotm.d on sunflowers,
insects.

mustards, where they await nectar-seeking

LITFRATURE1

Knowlton, O. F. and Taylor, E. J. 1948. Some Predaceous Hemiptera, largely
26tl35.
from Utah. Utah A.cad. of Sci., Arts and Letters.
Knowlton,
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REDUVIIDAE
(Latreille
Latreille

Assassin Bugs

1829 that the present

by Stephens (Essig

family

grooved where tip of beak fits

presentJ

name, Reduviidae,

was

1942).

FAMILYCH.ARAC'rERIS'l'ICS:Beak short,

ocelli

Exp. Sta.

in 1807 proposed for the Assassin Bugs the name Reduv:ini,

but it was not until

established

1807) -

Utah J,gric.

when at rest;

head narrow and elongate;

margins of abdominal segments usually

three-seernented;

prosternum

antennae four-segmented;

pert behind head neck-like;

exposed J apical

segm.ent of antennae

.filiform .•

HABITAT:For the most part the species found in the state are
beneficial,

living

on the foliage

ambush small plant-feeding

insects.

ler,s and suck out the body juices.
painful

bites

of herbs and shrubs, where they stalk
They erasp their

prey in their

The Assassin Bugs may inflict

front
very

if handled carelessly.

IN UTAH: The Assassin Bugs are represented
OCCUHRENCE
eleven genera.

or

Manyof the species are economically important,

in Utah by
for they
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feed on harmful insects.

lt'our of the most commongenera are Apiomerus,

Reduvius, Sinea, and Zelua.
is commonon flowers,

Apiomerus cr,assipes (Fabr.)
J

where it captures Bees end other visiting

Zelus socius Uhl. is an economically important
Leafhoppers s.nd other soft-bodied

j

J

feeds on Caterpillars,
Beck (1953) reports
lepida

is a species which

insect.,

t!!dults tind larvae.

insects.

1

V

for it feeds on .Beet
Sinea diadeni.a (Fabr.)

Grubs, and larvae of many harmful insects

(Essig 1926).

Reduvius pcrsonatu~ Linn. from the nests of Neotoma

lepida Thomas and!•

cinerea acraia

(Ord).

Ryckman (1954) reports

Reduvius senilus Van D. from the lodges o.f Neoto:main San Juan County.
(Uhl.) was also taken from Neotoma nests in Kane and

Triatoma protracta

Washineton counties

by D. E. Beck.
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S.ALDIDAE
(.Amyot and Serville
Leach in 1815 established

for the Shore Bugs the name Acanthides

and Stephens in 1829 the name Acanthiidae.
the name Saldides,

1843) - Shore Bugs

Amyot and Servile

in 184.3used

but the family n:.m.eSa.ldidae was not established

1852 by Costa (Essie 1942).

until
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FAMILYCHft.R.ACTERISTICS:
.Antennae exposed, four-segmented;
distinct

from thorax;

beyond rniddle

two ocelli;

beak three-se1:,:rraented, long,

coxae; membrane of hemelytra

with four or five

head
to or

reaches

long closed

hemelytra without a euneus.

cells;

HABITATs The Shore Bugs are common along banks of streams,

and lBkes, especially

of their

near mBrshes.

lives underground.

Som~ species

When frightened

and then run quickly under debris,

distances

they are very difficult
which is similar
se:niaquatic

to their

insects.

dig burrows and live

they usually

protective

They are predaceous on aquatic and

surroundings.

They also feed on Midges, Gnats, and Mosquitoes.

Micracanthia,

Pentacora,

commongenera are Balda and Saldula.
are Salda littoralis

Say.

intorstitialis

where

coloration,

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH
I
The Shore Bugs are represented
genera Ioacytus,

part

fly short

rocks, or vegetation,

to see because of their

ponds,

(Linn.},

Salda, and Saldula.

The two most

The species which are the most common

Saldula e!£lanata

These species,

in Utah by five

(Uhl.),

and Saldula

although not numerous, are found in

most areas of the stnte.
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ENICOCEPHALIDAE
Stal.

1860 -

Unique-headed Bugs

The Unique-headed Bugs was formerly considered

family Reduviidae.
Enicocephalus,

1837Westwood established

In

as belonging to the

the type genus,

and the family name is now considered

to be Enicocephalidae

(Essig 1942).
FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS&Hemelytra entirely

elongate

and divided into two parts by a constriction

oeelli

present;

first,

second, and third

antennae four-segmented,

behind the eyes;

small ring joints

segments; beak four-segrnented3front

segmented; middle and hind tarsi
tarsi

membranous; head

two-segmented; front

present

after

tarsi

one-

legs raptorial,

fore

capable of closing upon end of tibia.
HABITAT: These small, delicate

insects

are found under bark, in

debris on damp ground, and on some plants.
OCCURRENCE
Ill

These insects

ere

biceps (Say) is the only species

Systelloderus

very rare in Utah.
recorded from the state.

by Yr. E. A. Schwarz about 1892 at Utah Lake, Utah, it was

Collected
considered
culicis

UTAHt

a new species

at that time and was given the name Enicocephalus

Uhl,.

LITERATUREr
.Ashmead,

w. H. 1892. Notes on the genus Enicocephal.us Westwood, and
description
2:328-JJ0.

of a new species from

NABIDAE(Cost.a 1852) Dohrn in 1859 established

Utah.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash.

Nabids or Damsel Bugs
for the Damsel Bugs the family Nabidae
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.34
as it is known today (Essig 1942).
FAMILYCRMUCTERIS'l'ICS:Beak long, slender,
antennae four-seemented;

front

legs enlarged,

with spines and may be closed tiy;htly

four-seemented;

raptorial;

fore tibia

armed

present;

hemelytra

upon temora; ocelli

with many marginal veins.

HABITATtThe Na.bids are found mostly on grasses, sedges, and small
weeds in fields
prey.

and orchards,

They are predaceous on many insects,

small caterpillars,

and other soft-bodied

between the apposed surfaces
insert

where they wander about slowly in search of

They grasp their

of the fore fem.ora and the tibia

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH&Two genera,
in Utah.

roseipennis

Reut.,

most beneficial

prey

while they

and.!'!• ferus (Linn.).

insects

small harmful insects.
in the state.

They are considered as some of the
,:

on Beet Leafhoppers,

,,

Aphids, and other

The genus Pal}asa has not been collected

examined by the writer.

Parsh.,!•

of the order Hemiptera, being economically

No specimens of this

Harris

Nabis and Pagasa, ha.ve been

The most commonspecies are Nabis alternatus

important because they are predators

literature.

insects.

leafhoppers,

beaks into the body of the prey.

their

collected

such as aphids,

extensively

genus are .found in the collections

The only reference

to this

genus comes frorn the

(1928) and Van Duzoe (1917) say that Pagasa pallipes

Stal is found in Utah,,,
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E. J. 1948. Biology of the Damsel Bug - Nabis alternatus
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Taylor,

NEil1ID.AEKirkaldy
FAMIIX CH!JUCTERISTICS:

long '1nd ver-y slender;

1902 -

Stilt

segment, segment at tip enlarged;

Bugs

Body long and narrow;

antennae four-segmented,

ocelli

present;

Parsh.

antennae and legs

elbowed at base of second

beak four-segmented;

menbrane of hemelytra furnished with very few veins; head has transverse
incision

in front

of ocelli;

eyes distant

from base of head; femora apically

enlarged.
HABITAT; The Stilt

rather

sluggish,

orchards,

Bugs consist

brown insects

and pastures.

of a very few species.

found on weeds and plants

They are

in meadows,

They are both predaceous and phytophagous.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH:

:four genera,

/,canthophysa~

·Ja1.zsus, Neides.,

and Pronotocantha have been reported .from Utah, of which the genera Jal1sus

and Neides are the most common. These two eenera are found widespread
throughout the state.

Neides muticus (Say) is a predaceous Stilt

which feeds on Beet Lea.fhoppcrs and other small insects.
(Se.y) is a plant

Bug

Jo.qs.us SI,)inosus

feeder and causes damage to such plants as potatoes and

tomatoes.
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MIRIDAEHahn 1831 -

Leaf Bugs

Leach in 1815, Samouelle in 1819, and Stephens in 1829 grouped the
Leaf Bugs with the family Coreidae.
Capaini,

1837 Spinola introduced

in

used the name Capsidae.
( Essig

In 1BJ5 Burmeister introduced
the name Capsoides,

The far.lily

and in

M.iridae was established

the name

1837 Kirby

by Hahn in 1831

1942).
FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS: Hemelytra

complete

with

clavus,

coriura,

cuneus, and membrane; membrane has only one or two closed cells nt base;
ocelli

wanting;

antennae

front legs fitted

~nd beak four-segmonted;

for walking;

tarsi

tarsi

with arolia.

HABITAT: The family .Miridae is the largest
Uemiptera.
by far

They are found in vegetation

the most commoninsects

three-sec.:mented;

family of' the order

almost everywhere and are therefore

in number of species and individuals.

Mirids are mostly phytophagous, but ma.nyspecies are definitely
and a few are both phytophagous and predaceous.
Mirids aid in the transmission

The

predaceous

Many of the phytophagous

of plant diseases.

OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH: Sixty-seven

genera o! the family Miridae have

been reported

from Utah.

The two most commongenera are Lygus and Deraeocoria.

It is in this

family that

are found many of the insects

that are

economically important because of the harm they do to cultivated

The Tarnished Plant Bugs, Lygus pratensis
fruits,
juices.

grains,

and flowers,

piercing

(Linn.),

attack all kinds of

the plant tissue

When they become numerous, they often injure

causing the leaves to curl and the buds to drop of'f.

causes considerable

damage to beets,

36

alfalfa,

plants.

potat.aes,

and extracting

the

the seed of alfalfa,
L;zgus elisua

Van D.

and various types
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Knowlton (1951) mentions that Thlrillus

of berries.

E~cificua (Uhl.)

causes serious damage to giant rye ::rasses, tilllothy, blue grass,
0

other grasses.
Deraeocoris,

There are also other species,

,)rome, and

such as those of the genus

for they are predaeeous on Leafhoppers,

which are beneficial,

Aphids, and other small insects.

A. B. Call made an excellent
he listed

existing

and new records

study of the Utah Miridae, in which
of eighty-one

species and subspecies.

was aided in hia taxonomic work by Dr. H. H. Knight.
the habits

features

He also discusses

of the species.

C. J. Sorensen (1946) gave a lecture
effects

He

of the Lygus Bugs on alfalfa
and their

host plants.

seed.

in which he stated the harmful
He gives their

He explains

the nature of the injury

plants and the amount of harm they have done.
population densities

characteristic
to the

Also he mentions the

and methods of controlling

the Lyg~s Bug.
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ARADIDAE
(Spinola 1837) -- Flat Du.gs
The Flat Bugs were formerly grouped with the Bedbugs, Cilnicidae.
Spinola in 1837 used the name Aridides and Costn in 18~2 established
.family name i'cradidae

(Essig

1942)..

FAMILYCHJ,R.ACTERISTICS1Very flat;

with distinct

hem.elytra usually well developed,

membrane,corium, and clavus; hemelytra covers only disk of

abdomen; antennae and beak four-segmentedJ tarsi
absent;

the

two-segmented; ocelli

eyes very prominent.
HABTIAT
I
The Flat; Bugs are usually

a dull

brown or black

in color

and live in cracks and beneath bark of decaying trees.

They are sometimes

mistaken for bedbugs because of their

They are well

adapted

:for living

under cramped

flat appearance.

conditions.

in bark and decaying wood or sap of fungi,

Most species

feed on moisture

but a few species feed on living

plants.
OCCURRENCE
IN UTAH
r The Flat

genera, .Aneurus and .Aradus.

Fall.

and!•

collected

Bugs are represen.ted

in Utah by two

The two most commonspecies are .Aradus lugubris

va<losus Van D. These species of the flat

mostly at high altitudes,

such as Alta,

bugs have been

Aspen Grove, Uinta

Mountains, and Logan Canyon, but they have also been collected

at Logan and

Ogden.
LITERATURE:

Knowlton, G. F. 1936. The Insect Fauna of Utah (From the Standpoint of an
Economic Entomologist).
Utah Acad. of Sci., Arts and Letters.
13:249-262.
Parshley,

H,. M. 1921. Essay on the .Amerioan Species
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. 47:88.

Uhler, P.R.

1892.

Summaryof the Collection

E. .ll. Schwarz in Utah.

of Aradus (Hemiptera).

of Hemiptera Secured by Mr.
2 :.366-385.

Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash.
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PYRRHOCOHIDAE
Fieber 1861 -

Red Bugs

The Red Bugs were grouped in both the families

Lygaeidae until

Fieber established

Coreidae

the family Pyrrhocoridae

and

in 1861

{Essig 1942).
FAMILY
CH.ARACTERISTICSt
Antennae four-segmented;
segmcnted; ocelli

absent;

or three large cells

beak four-

hem.elytra lack cuneus; base of membrane ~ith two

from which arise

branching veins.

HABIT.AT:The Red Bues are both phytophagous and eregarious
habit,

living

in colonies

on foliage.

They are stout

are usually marked with red and black.

glance they look very much alike.

the family Pyrrhocoridae
wing veination

and

Coreidae and Lygaeidae, for at

The greatest

and the families

and the absence of ocelli

and heavily built

Some m.emoersof this family are

often confused with members of the families
first

in

difference

between

Coreidae and Lygaeidae are in
in the family Pyrrhocorida.e.

OCCUH.RENCE
IN UTAH: Eury:ophthalmuaconvivus (Stal) and.§•
succinetus
Utah.

(Linn.)

are the only representatives

E. convivus (Stal)

succinctus

of this family reported

has been found at Indianola

from

!•

and St. George.

(Lirm.) has been found at St. George and Pine Valley.

LYG.AEIDAE
(Schiller

1829) -

Lygaeid Bugs

The Lygaeids were formerly grouped with the family Coreidae.
name Lygaeides

'Was introduced

Burmeister in 1835.

by Schiller

The family

name

in 1829 and the name Lygaeodes b;y

Lygaeidae was first

Herrich-Schaeffer

in 1835.

group by Kirkaldy

in 1902 ( Essig 19li2).

The

established

by

The name Oeoco:ridae was also given to this
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FAMILYCHARACTERISTICS•Membrane with four or five

lon8itudinal

veins;

segmented, slender,

ocelli

present;

beak four-segmented;

simple

antennae fou:r-

longer than head.

HABITAT: The Lygaeids are the second to the largest
order Herniptera.

They are medium-sized bugs, most species

with spots or bands of white,

black,

are both phytophagous and predaceous.
seen on areas between plants

and red.

The species

They live on plants

family 1n the

being marked
of this

family

and are often

or hidden under debris at the foot of the

plant.a.,
OCCUH.RENCE
IN UTAHt Twenty genera of the family

been reported

from Utah.

are Crophius, Oeocoris,
ericae
grasses,

(Schill.),

Four of the principal

Lygaeus, and Nysius.

cause considerable

and most garden vegetables.

growers, for they a.lso

genera found in the state
The False Ch.inch Bugs, Nysiu.s

damage to sugsr beets,

Gcocoris decoratus

on the nymphal forms of Nysius ericae
Alfalfa

alfalfa,

'!'hey are also pests to the berry

.
f'eed on raspberries,

strawberries,

Amongthe predaeeous Lygaeids found in the state
genus Geocoris.

Lygeeidse have

and dewberries.

are the members of the

Uhl. is a well-known species which feeds
{Schill.),

Lygus elisus

Van D.,

Weevil Larvaj and Aphids.
LITERATURE:

Barber, H. G. 1938. A Review of the Genus Cro,ehip.s Stal,
of' Three :NewSpecies.
Jour. New York Ent. Soc.
Knowlton., G. F. 19.3$. Further Notes on Utah Heteroptera
Entomological News. 46:108-112.
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40:3l3-319.
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1J:2h9-262.
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Mimeo~. Ser. 140.
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Knowlton and Harmston. 19.50. Utah Insects - Hmniptera.
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Utah Agric.

Exp.

1892. Summary of the Collection of Herniptera Secured by Mr.
Uhler, P.R.
E. A. Schwarz in Utah. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. 2:366-385.

COREIDAE
(Leach 1815) - Leaf-footed Bugs
Bugs were given the name Coreides by Leach in 1615.

The Leaf-footed

The family name Coreidae was established
FAMILYCHP.RJ,CTERISTICS:Ocelli

antennae four-segmented;

tarsi

by Samouelle in 1819 (Essig 1942).

present;

three-segmented;

beak four-segmented;

hemelyt.ra usually

complete

and composed of clavua, corium, and membrane; membrane has many veins,
which arise
size;

from a transverse

basal vein; scutellum

head narrower and shorter

is small or medium in

than pronotum.

HABITAT, These insects a.re commonlyfound on moat plants or under
debris

They are mostly phytophagous, but some members of

on the ground.

the family are predaceous and are therefore,
insects

because of their

of certain

control

OCC.JRREHCE
IN UTAH: Several

are found in Utah.

The Squash Bugs, Anasa tristis

squash, pu..~pkins, and related
stems.

They may kill

harmful species.

The Boxelder Bugs, Leptocoris

They cause economic losses

to be beneficial

common bugs of the family Coreidae

very often given the name "Firebug,"and

trees.

considered

trivittatus

(Say),

are

are commonaround the boxelder

by sucking juices

fruits.

from ripening

(De Geer), causes considerable

darnage to

plants by sucking juices from the leaves and

young plants

outright

or just

runners on older plants.

During the summer and fall

footed Bugs, Le2to~lossus

cly:pealis

They damaged the cherries

uncl. apricots

some of the leaves and
of

1954the

Heid., did considerable
to a great extent

Leaf-

damage to fruit.

by piercing

the

42
fruit

with their

beaks and sucking out the juices.

market value of such fruits
sections

as the apples, pears,

They also ruined the

and plums in many

of the state.
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19.35. The Squash Bug. Utah

Unpublished.
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Leaflet.

55:1-2.

1952,. Controlling the Boxelder Bug. Utah State Agric. College
::xtension Circular No. 163.
1952. Controlling the Squash Bug. Utah State Agric. College
Extension Circular No. 164.
19.55. Hemiptera of Utah - Records.
Mimeogr. Ser. 140.
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Utah State

Utah Agric.

Lygus Control for Alfalfa Seed Production.
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1892. Summaryof' the Collection of' Hemiptera Secured by Mr.
E. A. Schwarz in Utah. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. 21366-385.

SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS
During the swmner of

1954and

the school year

was undertaken of Utah Hemiptera, as represented

Brigham Young University,

records.

each family,
family

The purpose of the study was (l)

(3) to give the distinguishing

in Utah, and (5) to report

which discusses

occur in Utah.

several

e taxonomic key

characteristics

of

(4) to name the most prevalent genera and species of each

occurring

literature

or

College, and the University

to determine which _families occur in Utah, {2) to furnish

for their classification,

study

by the collections

Utah Stete Agrioultural

of Utah, as well as by published

1954-55,a

The writer

localities

some of the most important

the species of the families
during

in the state

this

period

as they are known to
Herniptera from

collected

and classified

them to their

respective

families.

As a result
Utah.

or this study twenty-eight

Members of the

.ramilies

Mesoveliidae

reported

famili6sare

and Enicocephalida.e were not

exar.iined because of the absenee or specimens in the collections
state.

The only reference

More extensive
mentioned in this
records indicate.
also

to these families

collecting

of the

com.es from the literature.

will probably prove that .many of the bugs

study ha~e a much wider distribution

than present-day

It is very probable that other families

be found which have not as yet been reported

of Hemiptera will

from Utah.

There is yet

much wor~ to be done before we can truly- say we know what, .families,
e.nd species

from

genera,

of Hemiptern are found in our state.

It is hoped that this study will benefit

future workers of Utah

Irerniptera and add to the knowledge of the families
well as be an aid to the trained

and untrained

43

of Utah Hemiptera as

entomologist

in classifying
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the specimens of Hemiptera they collect

to their

respective

fan1ilies.

This study is general in nature but will serve as a basis for more

specific

work to be done by future workers in Utah He:mipte~a.

APPENDIXI.

GLOSS.ARY

ANTEAPICAL
- just before the apex.
APF..X
-- the end, tip or outermost part.

APICAL-

at the end, tip or outermost part.

DORSAL-

top, back or upper side.

F'ILIFORY
- hair or thread-like.
FOSSO.RIAL
- fitted

for or habit of burrowing and digging.

1REGARIOUS
- large number of individuals
JF,MELYTR.A
-

OCELLUS-

front

simple

grouped together.

wing of Hemiptera.
eyt!H3

(pl.

ocelll).

PHYTOPHAGOUS
- .feeds on plants.
PiU:l)AGEOUS
-- attacks

RAPl'ORIAL
-- fitted
RFTICULATE-

and feeds on other animals

for grasping prey.

similar

SCt1TELLUM
- a thoracic

to network.
sclerite,

triangular

between the hemelytra.

SPATULA.TE
-

or oblong in shape,

spoon or shovel-shaped.

THORAX
-- body region behind the head which bears wings and legs.
VEIN -- thickened

supporting

VENTRAL
-- underneath,

VESTIGIAL-

lines

underside

small, deeenerate,

in wings.
of body.

or poorly developed.
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ABSTRACT

This study determines

the number of frunilics

in the state and has a key for their classification.
and general distributions

important

species,

bugs.

Important

are given for each family of work done to date.

It was found that there have been twenty-eight
collected

The characteristics

of each family are given, along with specific

examples of the most commonand economically

references

of Hemiptera found

in Utah, some of which are well represented
and individuals,

and collected

while others are represented

in only one or two places in the state.

families

of Hemiptera

in numbers of genera,
by a single

species

